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Creationism lecture encourages a different perspective
Sarah Rudlang
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

brought to the campus of SCSU Friday
evening, Nov. 20, with the presentation
of ‘Evolution vs. Science.’ This event was
put on by the Northland Bible Baptist
Church, featuring keynote speaker Brian
Lauer. The point of the presentation was to
discuss faith and interpretation vs. fact and
experimentation.
“Creation is God’s word whereas
evolution is man’s imagination,” Lauer said.
Many hear the word evolution and

conclude that it’s paired with science. Lauer
spent most of the presentation discussing
evolution and what he believes are holes
in the theory. Some of Lauer’s arguments
against evolution were from the research of
Carl Werner, author of “Living Fossils and
Evolution the Grand Experiment.”
Werner heavily researched evolution by
looking into fossil records, museums and
speaking with geologists and scientists around
the globe. He concluded that there was no
variance in the fossils between modern and
found were the Latin words used to identify
them, their genus and species. Astounded,

he began to ponder whether evolution was
an illusion based on what the scientists
named the animals.
Lauer also referenced Colin Peterson,
who runs the British Museum of Natural
History, as another source. Peterson believed
there were no fossils in existence of which
one could make an airtight assumption that
they were transitional.
Lauer stated the lack of evidence of
transitional fossils was an example of a hole
in the theory of evolution. The presentation
continued by further discussing holes in
evolution and the Big Bang theory. He
described evolution as being a belief system,

not science. Science, according to Lauer, is
a tool one can use to solidify their faith. He
stated creationists believe that God made
man, and evolutionists believe man evolved
from other organisms over time.
Examples of the “holes” he found in
the theories of evolution and the Big Bang
theory included questions of how life begins
if proteins do not form naturally, which is
the foundation for life, how something can
come from nothing, how something that is
not alive becomes alive, and how that one

•See Creationism/ Page 4

Postponed
student
elections raise
concerns
Adam Farhat
NEWS EDITOR

Those who were ready
to cast their vote for student
elections this year are going to
have to hold on until next week.
On Monday, SCSUs Student
Government ran into “technical
launch the ballot online that will
allow St. Cloud State students to
vote for the upcoming elections,
according to student body
president Lindsey Gunnerson.
Gunnerson said that part of
the system that was housing the
ballot went down, making it
only accessible through Internet
Explorer but inaccessible if
used through Google Chrome,
Firefox or Safari. In order
to assure that the ballot will
be easily accessible, SCSU’s
Student Government decided to
delay elections until next week
beginning Monday, Nov. 24, and
will be open until Wednesday,
Nov. 26.
Though a delay does not by
any means declare a cancellation
of the election, the postponing
of the ballot does raise concerns
with the elections falling under
the same week as Thanksgiving.
With voter turnout being as
low as it has been in the past,
last election being at a mere

MOTOKI NAKATANI/CO-VISUALS EDITOR

St. Cloud police chief, W.M. Anderson, talks racial barriers in law enforcement, on Wednesday, November 19.

St. Cloud police chief Blair Anderson breaks down barriers

student government has made it
a point to bump up numbers this
election.
“We have an item on the
ballot that asks people what
services they want their student
fees to pay for. Basically if you
want to really save a program
or service, we need students to
let us know,” Gunnerson said.
“This is their shot to have their...

•See Elections/ Page 4

Charrell Jones
STAFF WRITER

Many gathered in the Alumni Room on
campus Wednesday morning to see the police
chief of St. Cloud. William Blair Anderson
came on campus to speak about race relations in
St. Cloud, his journey that brought him where
he is today and to encourage more people to
join the police force.
The room was still when Anderson walked
in, but the mood soon lightened when he
started cracking jokes and letting people know
he’s a very interactive person and anybody can
interrupt him at any time.
Anderson grew up in the inner city during
the 60s and 70s where there was a lot of drugs,
violence and homicides. At only nine years old
he witnessed a gunshot brawl right in front of
his house in broad daylight. He likes to tell this
story so people can get a better perspective of
where he came from.
“It doesn’t matter where you’re from, you

take what’s good from that environment and
leave what is not,” Anderson said.
He believes most, if not all of us, are shaped
from where we come from, however, he wants
thing.
He graduated high school at only 16 years
old, and moved from Detroit to Minnesota to
attend college. At 19 years old he was married
and had two kids. Anderson and his wife were
a very young interracial couple, and being an
interracial couple, came with a lot of racism.
him.
He served in the military for eight years.
years, but he always had the desire to get into
law enforcement and received his master’s
degree in public safety administration.
Anderson started his internship in Dakota
arrived to work. Anderson arrived in a Cadillac
that was more than 12 years old, but it was
a nice car. His sergeant arrived in his Jeep

Cherokee with a boat on the back.
“He looked at me and very condescendingly
he asked, ‘how did you get a car like that?’
Being where I’m from and the way I was raised
and the type of attitude I have, I don’t mind
confrontation and I said, ‘I married a rich white
woman, how about you?’”
After he told this story, everyone in the room
to burst out with laughter.
Anderson explains from that day on, the
small conversation set the tone from that point
on and he wouldn’t be marginalized by anyone.
Anderson continued to tell his story about
how he soon got promoted, and by the time he
The sergeant soon retired and said he wouldn’t
work for him and called him a derogatory word.
This surprised Anderson because this man had
over 20 years of experience and was ranked
at the highest level. He was making decisions
under everybody under his protection and this
was his attitude.

•See Police Chief/ Page 3

Speaker educates about American Indian culture
Justine Brown
STAFF WRITER

A speaker representing the Red Lake Indian Reservation
came to Atwood last Wednesday evening, as a part of the
American Indian Speaker Series, sponsored by the American
Indian Center. Bianca Mendoza, a descendant of Red Lake
Ojibwe and Nevada Paiute, spoke about various aspects
of her culture, experiences as an American Indian and the
work she does on the Red Lake reservation.
Red Lake Indian Reservation is one of 11 reservations
in Minnesota, but is the only closed reservation in the state.
This, Mendoza says, is an important distinction.
“This is a big deal. Our chiefs decided not to sell the
that’s the only way of life that they knew,” said Mendoza. In
a closed reservation, there is no private property and all of
the land is held in common by the tribe. It also means that
the tribe has complete sovereignty over the land and has the
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right to limit who can live on or visit the reservation.
The presentation was introduced by Jim KnutsonKolodzne, Director of the American Indian Center, who
tested the audience’s knowledge about American Indians
within Minnesota and shared a brief history of the American
Indian Center at SCSU. He said that aside from helping
SCSUs 236 native students graduate, educating non-natives
about Native American culture is the Center’s primary goal.
“We would have an easier life if non-natives knew more
about Indians,” said Knutson-Kolodzne.
Lake Fishery, at which she has been Market and Sales
Manager for four years.
“The reason I started working with them is because I
wanted to learn more about my culture,” said Mendoza.
“[My job] allows me to share our culture through food and
also allows me to share our story everywhere I go.” Mendoza
integrally linked to the cultural values, traditions and history
of her people.

Check out our online content!
Visit universitychronicle.
net, or scan the QR code to
see everything the
including videos, galleries
and podcasts.

directly into the community,” said Mendoza. “That’s part of
one of our traditions. When you have more than you need,
we always give that. When we see someone who doesn’t have,
we always try to give that.” Mendoza shared how the tribe
also supports the elders of the community who are no longer

truly enjoy listening to them,” said Mendoza. “They tell us
from the time we are small is that we’re supposed to take care
of each other, especially our elders.” Another example of
the strong connection between the tribe’s cultural traditions
decline in 1996.
as a main source of income and food for the tribe.

•See Culture / Page 5
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mpmstudenthousing.com
Quality Housing, reasonably
priced. Houses and APTS.
Heat/Parking included.
Now leasing "15-16', 6/1/15

"14-15" housing Avail.now
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Single Rooms 1,2,3 & 4 Bdrm
Apts, 1-6 BLKS
Tami 320-251-1925
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Houses, APTS, Lofts

Now Leasing
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1-6 Blks to SCSU Library
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Tami, 320-251-1925
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HELP
WA N T E D
Make the holidays special
for you and someone else
at Winter Camp!
Work or volunteer over your
holiday break at winter camp
with people with developmental disabilities as a camp
counselor. Training, room
& board provided. Apply at
www.truefriends.org or call
1-800-450-8376 for more info.

HELP
WA N T E D
Powder Ridge, Kimball,
is accepting applications
for ski and snowboard
instructors, workers
for both kitchens, lifts,
tubing, and rental. Will
$10 season pass, free use
of equipment, tubing hill,
food and gift shop discounts
and more. Apply on line
at www.powderridge.com
or in the chalet Mon.-Fri.,
9:00-4:00. (320-398-7200).
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SCSU Student Govt. walks out on MSUSA
Trevor Meehan

has been determined,” said Wething.

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

many guest speakers including President

The delegates are back from Saint
Paul this week, and there was a lot to
cover at this week’s student government
meeting on Thursday. According to Elijah
Wething, St. Cloud State University and
Minnesota State University Mankato both
collectively motioned to withdraw from
MSUSA.“On grounds that they felt it no
longer represented St. Cloud or Mankato’s
best interests,” said Wething.
“Mankato motioned for those delegates
who participated in the ‘Minnesota Higher

Lang, Jesse Cashman and Charlie Howell,
and Mayor Dave Kleis.
President Potter started with his news
for the University’s plan to expand the

had been bashing Chancellor Rosenstone,
St. Cloud, and Mankato, to be removed
from the meeting in order to have a more
Wething.
The motion was denied, because the
executive director did not know whether or
not MSUSA could dismiss the individuals
this point whether or not St. Cloud will still
be apart of MSUSA.
“St. Cloud is still in MSUSA until the
investigation is completed, and an outcome

one place to apply for all 400 scholarships
Nancy Lang and Daniel McClure,
representing the Campus Area Police
Services (CAPS), spread awareness of what
care of most crimes that happen on campus,
to the local Police Department. They cover
from Ninth Avenue South to the river, and
Division Street to 13th. They allow walk-in
reports if students need to report a crime or
concern.
going strong since August 2013. Lang
and McClure shared that they have seen
a downward trend in crime. Though they
could not produce any solid numbers, they
said they could bring more information
when St. Cloud States Student Government

with the advice of walking together, and
watching out for one another.
The meeting held its tone and focus on
public safety as the board greeted Mayor
Dave Kleis. St. Cloud has plans to add more
The city plans on changing all streetlights to
LED, saving 65% in energy costs.
Plans for another parking ramp behind
Mexican Village downtown are in motion
as well as it will include an additional 400
stalls to the downtown St. Cloud area.
that was going on in St. Cloud last year, will
continue this year.
November 10’s snowstorm made history
this month; it was the second largest snowfall
over a course of 24 hours in city history.
gentlemen headlining the Comprehensive
Safety Plan explained what the plan
entailed. The Comprehensive Safety
Plan is the university’s plan to strengthen
campus security by implementing Key
Control, Lockdown procedure training,
and possibly retinal scanning technology.
in developing an app that is essentially a
mobile panic button as well.

Police Chief

have in their head.

Continued from Page 1

mistakes that they made could be newsworthy, just because of who
their father was. His wife felt the same way, and they divorced after
22 years of marriage. Anderson knows in his heart he was part of the
problem, and he respects that.
Anderson talks about the thousands of applications thrown out
every day of people trying to join the force.

“There’s not a person of color under law enforcement living in
Minnesota that couldn’t go on with telling you stories like this all day
long.” Anderson said.

guesses around the room but nobody didn’t quite hit the target. He
there are less than 100 he said.
Moreover, he explained the way people look at him and judge
him.
“Some people don’t like the police and some people don’t like
Anderson said.
He explains how people usually judge people of color before they
even open their mouth, and there’s already a negative image people

years ago that’s a crown jewel, you’re not going to make it past the
background investigation” Anderson said.
He has sat down with many applicants and told them not to
waste another dollar on law enforcement, because there’s no chance
of some people getting in. Anderson wants the screening process to
color to join the police force, and he’s actively trying to change that
as well.
Anderson brought everyone into his life experiences and how he
he has faced struggles. Anderson continues to serve as the police
chief of St. Cloud.

Civil rights addressed at book discussion
Alec Kasper-Olson
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Christopher Lehman, ethnic studies
professor, led a discussion of his newest
book, “Power, Politics and the Decline of
the Civil Rights Movement,” Thursday
morning in the Miller Center that sparked
conversation about contemporary issues
around civil rights.
took their seats around the table. Lalita
Subrahmanyan, director of the Center for
Excellence in Teaching and Learning, said
that they put on the ‘Conversations with
Campus Authors’ discussions to “celebrate”
SCSU faculty for their scholarly work.
She then followed by reading a poem
to those in attendance, and had everybody
go around the table for introductions.
Subrahmanyan introduced Lehman and
welcomed him back for his third book
discussion.
Lehman, sitting at the head of the table
with a copy of his book and photocopied
documents in front of him, began by asking,
“How many of you around the table are
free, American citizens?”
Lehman began by recounting the
historical periods and events—focusing on
the 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments—
that determined who was free or not, and
what citizenship was.
Lehman then led with a broad overview
of the Civil Rights Movement and its rise to
national scale.
Touching on major points of the era,
Lehman narrowed broad areas and widely

known events of the movement down to
and people together throughout the period.
This included the major sit-ins and riots
Rights Movement.
Bringing forth recollections from
‘movement veterans’ and information
counterintelligence
documents,
he
continued diving deeper and deeper into
what he believed caused the decline of the
Civil Rights Movement. While he spoke
and shared passages from his book, Lehman
passed around the photocopied documents.
As Lehman talked about his book, he
gave brief intervals to allow for discussion
10 a.m., giving the rest of time for an open
discussion about the book.
At which point, Adrece ThighmanNabe, associate director of Admissions,
asked Lehman what he thinks would
happen to the United States if we turned
our back on civil rights.
rights act of 1965 was gutted last year.”
He said that the criteria for the Voting
Rights Act of 1965 was considered
“outdated,” and added that “the ‘Voter
attacked.”
“What scares me the most is the
dismantling of the voting rights act,”
said Ellyn Bartges, the equity and access
demonstrating the worst “gerrymandering

to get worse.
“The participation in voting is one of
the most important ways that students
support and express their views and hold
back attempts to make changes that will
take decades to unravel,” she said.
“To have any retreat from the promise
that we’ve had is troubling,” Lehman said.
Malcolm Nazareth, professor of ethnic
and women’s studies, said that there have
been numerous “turning back” moments in
U.S. history.
“We are in a really tough situation right
where we are right now … we are turning
back.”
There are more and more things
youth able to do major movements, because
they are stuck with student debt, there’s
no employment, there’s no future after
college,” or one of the many struggles that
younger generations are facing, he said.
With a gap between the generation that
participated in the Civil Rights Movement
and today’s generation, Jacquilline Nagila,
with Multicultural Student Services,
said that older generations aren’t setting
an example for upcoming generations,
especially when they are expected to make
desired changes.
Lehman agreed that it is up to older
generations to teach and show the way for
younger generations to take a stand against
injustice and organize.
Lehman said that he’s shown examples

•See Civil Rights

Hong Kong’s actions for local geopolitics
Alec Kasper-Olson
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Dr. Alvin HungChi Yu, professor
of Geography and Planning, gave an
informative presentation on Tuesday about
the Umbrella Revolution happening in
Hong Kong. This presentation was part of
According to Yu, from September 26
people in Hong Kong have been protesting
due to a new law set by the Chinese
government. Students from the University
of Hong Kong are protesting for more
political freedom.
The
‘umbrella’
symbolizes
the
protection from law enforcement due to
the major pepper spray. The name came
into play relatively quick during the probrought about great media attention, and
even though the protestors believe it’s more
of a “civil-disobedience movement,” the
Umbrella Revolution stayed consistent in
the media.

A professor from the University of
Hong Kong, Benny Tai, and a group called
addition to political freedom, students are
against Leung Chun-Ying, executive chief
of Hong Kong, and want him to resign.
As of right now, Chun Ying refuses to
resign. Chun Ying was elected under a
committee that consisted of 1,200 members;
Yu said that this is such a small number
and doesn’t represent all of Hong Kong.
“There are about 7.1 million people
living in Hong Kong, that’s more people in
Hong Kong than Minnesota” Yu said.
Although many are for the revolution,
there are some people who are against it.
Yu discussed how a sizable portion of
the population, mainly the working class
and the elderly, view the civil-disobedience
movement as a threat to their livelihoods.
On the other hand, the students believe
that, “The Hong Kong government has the
reform proposal for Hong Kong.”

Yu pointed out how the separation
comes into play and that there’s a war
among members of the Hong Kong society.
He also explained how clear the separation
is when people are protesting because, if
you’re wearing yellow, you’re pro-occupy,
and if you’re wearing blue, you’re antioccupy.
“They are looking at this civil
disobedience movement as a universal
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Events
Calendar
Monday
International Film Series:
Wavumba
November 24
7:00 p.m.

Sponsored by the department of
seriies, located in the Atwood
Little Theatre. This is event is
free and open to the public.

Tuesday
Organizational Techniques
for Finals and the End of
the Semester
November 25
12-12:50 p.m.

Sponsored by the Academic
Learning Center: A session of
conferences and workshops
designed to aid in the
Held in the Atwood Memorial
Center’s Alumni Room.

Tuesday
Sounds of the Stadium
Concert
November 25
7:30 p.m.

The Husky Sports Band will be
performing highlights from the
2014 football season in Ritsche
Auditorium.This event if free to

Wednesday

Women’s Mixed Marital
Arts and Self-Defense
November 26
3:30-4:30 p.m.

A training session focusing on
a variety of personal defensive
combat sports. Cost for SCSU

Thursday
Thanksgiving
November 27
BREAK

A national holiday primarily
celebrated in the United States
and Canada as a day dedicated
for giving thanks, traditionally
for the harvest, and blessing the
preceing year.

election” Yu said.
wanted everyone to get a better perspective
of what’s going on with the revolution, and
did so by showing everyone photos from the
people of Hong Kong protesting. He also
showed a graphic photo of a man being
pepper sprayed by the police, along with
how many protesters are active in Hong
Kong.
revolution is going to last for a long time,
but he has no idea what the outcome will be.

@UniversityChron

@UChronSports
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Women’s Center talks Title IX and women in sports
record holder for the 200 breaststroke, 200 individual medlay and the 400 individual medlay.
Ulferts explained her background in sports,

Meredith Penrod
STAFF WRITER

The SCSU Women’s Center continued its
25 years of “Women on Wednesday” speaking
engagements. This anniversary is called “25
years of Women who WOW.”
The second to last seminar was titled “Four
Women Athletes.” The panel went from noon to
1 p.m. in the Atwood Little Theater. Title IX is a
States shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from
subjected to discrimination under any education
assistance. To clarify, this means that no one is to
be excluded from participation in any university
related function based on gender.
This particular talk was centered on women’s participation in sports. Through Title IX
all athletes, girl and female are allowed equal
education opportunities in the classroom and
outside as well. With Title IX the participation
of female athletes has increased from 300,000
bers of college athletes rose from 30,000 to more
than 150,000. This seminar was co-sponsored by
the University Department of Athletics to celebrate 40 years of Title IX.
The four panelists spanned four generations
of women athletes with ties to SCSU. Panelists
invited to speak were Heather Weems, director
of Athletics at SCSU, Kellyn Craig, SCSU Student on the swim team, Lori Ulferts, professor of
Kinesiology and former head women’s basketball coach, along with Val Chelgren Rogosheske,
SCSU Physical Education graduate. The panel
was led by Women’s Center graduate student,
Kate Bennet.
Bennet began by asking each participant
their background in sports, and how they think
female involvement in sports can be positive.
Craig explained she is originally from Denver,
Colo. and came to SCSU for the swim team.
Winning numerous titles, Craig is the school

and college, including one year of professional
basketball in England.
Chelgren Rogosheske participated in the
Girls’ Athletic Association (GAA) where they
were allowed to play each other but not other
schools. She also explained she spent years hiking and running for fun, as well as her participation in the Boston Marathon.
Weems stated she believed one of the strongest things girls and women that participate in
and a voice. Director Weems told of her time
as a swimmer since age 6, and as a high school
senior she also was active in various sports. In
college, Weems joined the varsity rowing team
for the University of Iowa, while earning a bachelor’s degree in psychology. She earned her master’s in higher education from the University of
Denver.
Bennet asked the participants to describe
any recollections of gender-based discrimination
in sports. Chelgren Rogosheske cited her expewomen athletes were accepted but not welcome
in Boston.
Ulferts gave a sampling of a large list of
hand-me-down uniforms, and the newspapers
that didn’t cover sporting events in her time as a
Ulferts said.
Director Weems didn’t see much discrimination until college. However, she did note that
on the rowing team there were only two boats
for 80 people, and they never got to travel or
new gear. Craig didn’t have many recollections
of discrimination. The men and women teams
swim together and train together. She said in
high school there was an attempt at trying to
switch the women’s and men’s games. The womthey decided to switch, people left.
The next question addressed the changes
since Title IX. The answer assumed that wom-

Creationism

because it is censoring opposing ideas it is
not going where the evidence leads.”

Continued from Page 1

Cucuzza who provided a brief speech
regarding faith and the power of God. After
that, a short question and answer session
followed.
One audience member questioned how
events in history, such as Hitler’s attempted
genocide of the Jews, were possible as he
considered himself to be a man of God.
Lauer said that Hitler believed he was
following the word of God, helping evolution
along by getting rid of the “weaker” people.
The churches, Catholic and Protestant in
Germany, taught theistic evolution, so the
people committing the acts did not realize

little thing becomes everything else.
Another point made about evolution
in humans is that we have gained a lot of
ground in technology as far as what we are
capable of today. Lauer said that evolution
was not a factor in human’s improvements,
and that we have naturally developed our
thinking over time.
“Science brings man nearer to God,
and that thought shouldn’t bother the
evolutionists at all, because to them, God
doesn’t exist,” he . “Evolution hinders science

en would be there, supporting others or being
involved. Chelgren Rogosheske went in depth
about her experience in the Boston Marathon,
and how Title IX has implemented changes
in women’s sworts for her four daughters. Two
weeks before the Boston Marathon race women
were allowed, she said. She stated there was a
remarkable amount of excitement on her part at
being apart of the race. Students at Wesley College were cheering her on.
The next question addressed violations of
Title IX. Weems and Ulferts each shared basic examples of a violation. Low enrollment
numbers were the major issue. Attempting to
expand more opportunities and garner interest
for women. Weems attempted to breakdown the
teams. Another thing to think about to stop violations were women in higher education, scholarship opportunities for men, versus opportunities
for women, and facilities. Dr. Ulferts added that
money was a big deciding factor. It was tight.
“Sometimes it’s better to move forward than
When asked if Title IX succeeded, Weems
said that enthusiasm and ability to participate in
youth sports was an issue. As the mother of four
boys she wanted them to have the chance to participate. However, due to frustrated parents not
being able to pay large sums of money for equipment, and travel expenses, many youth sports
participants didn’t stick with it. That shortens
their pool of available players. Women’s games
are often Fridays at 3 p.m., when most high
school girls can’t make it.
Bennet then asked if there were “any recommendations to support women athletics?”
Weems encouraged the audience to “put
their money where their mouth was. Invest and
show support.”
dience questions. Jane Olsen, director of the
women in sports.
Weems said that “it teaches us to compete.
To stand up for ourselves.”

what they were doing was wrong.
“My opinion about the material in
his presentation is that evolution has a lot
of missing links,” said Vivian Kellen, a
community member. “Where are all those
missing fossils in the fossil record? Why
are there so many fossils and animals that
are the same, yet the scientists give them
and the opinions Mr. Lauer stated, have
really helped solidify my beliefs, which are
in the bible.”
“A quote from Mr. Lauer that really
the evidence leads us.’ I believe that true
science does bring men closer to God.”

Hunger and awareness on the rise
Adam Farhat
NEWS EDITOR

On Wednesday, St.
State hosted its fourth
Hunger Banquet at the
Commons.
The event, which is

Cloud
Oxfam
Garvey
hosted

departments and organizations,
including the Department Of
Campus Involvement and Civic
Engagement,
Multicultural
Student Services and the
Department Of Residential Life,
sheds light on the subject of
hunger and food insecurity locally,
nationally and worldwide.
The event was also sponsored
by other charitable organizations
that were present at the Oxfam
Hunger Banquet such as Kids
Fighting
Hunger,
Catholic
Charities, Central Minnesota
Sustainability Project and United
Way Of Central Minnesota.
The Oxfam Hunger Banquet
focuses on putting attendees in
the shoes of every economic
demographic present in society
today and how their income
basis.
The majority of attendees
were put in the lower class
to signify the majority of the
population, however at the other

end of the spectrum, the upper
class. The majority was served rice
and water while the upper class
was served a wholesome meal with
a choice of beverage and service
as well.
“I like this event because it
gives people a chance to see the
disparities between economic
levels,” said Christian Ward,
a junior at St. Cloud State
University and a community
leader in St. Cloud. Ward was a
primary speaker for the banquet.
Prevalence of hunger in
central Minnesota can be found
in recent staggering statistics.
Between all counties that represent
St. Cloud and central Minnesota,
the average percentage of people
who experience hunger or food
insecurity was at about 9.6 percent
in 2012, with Benton County
at the top of the charts with a
percentage of 11.4 percent. The
numbers have estimated to have
grown since then.
“Food insecurity is huge in
Minnesota like it is in many,
many states,” said Beth KnutsonKolodzne, the associate director
in the department of campus
involvement. “Not so long ago,
in the past two years Minnesota
ranked ninth in terms of
unemployment and so when
you have that you have lots of
other issues that follow in terms

Elections
Continued from Page 1
voices heard on a very serious issue. We
will be using this information as part of our
budget cut discussion this coming spring.”
Apart from senator elections, there
are other important issues on the ballot,
including a change in the delegation of
student fees, weapons on campus and a
new student government constitution and
student bill of rights.
“We are expecting a higher turn out for
this election than we usually see in the fall,”
Gunnerson said.
This year’s ballot will have topics that
could potentially change the way student
fees are delegated in the future.
In addition to the student fee referendum,
the conceal and carry referendum is
also up for vote. Currently, MnSCU has
carry a weapon even if one has a license to
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Students learning about hunger awareness
of socioeconomics, places that
people live, what they are able
to eat, their access to food,” said
Knutson-Kolodzne.
Another statistic, the use of
food shelves in the last few years
has gone up 166 percent locally.
“It’s a huge issue,” said
Knutson-Kolodzne.
“As
the
or six years it became even more so
and so that’s why we got involved
over the last three years and this is
our fourth time doing it.”
you on a lot of levels just because
it kinda, it really gives you a
snapshot of the inequality of how
food is distributed around our
world,” said Klare Armstrong, an

conceal and carry, but that restriction does
not hold jurisdiction for visitors that may
come to campus.
“As the MnSCU policy is currently
written, students and employees are not
allowed to carry hand guns on campus
if they have a permit to carry. However,
visitors are allowed. We wish to get the
students’ opinion has to whether the
policy needs to be changed for student and
employee safety,” Gunnerson said.
The student government constitution
and student bill of rights is up for reelection. The referendum failed to make it
into law last election due to the fact that it
fell short on votes, which can be correlated
somewhat to the low voter turnout of the
previous elections.
In the beginning of the academic year,
in an interview with student body vice
president Alex Bryson, he had mentioned
that he would make it a point to achieve
greater student body involvement.
“We’re not doing our job if we’re not
getting the word out and not encouraging

assistant hall director at St. Cloud
State University. “It’s a struggle
to get food for your family and a
meal on the table everyday for a
lot of families in the United States,
in Minnesota and in the world.”
was hosted at St. Cloud State
University,
Knutson-Kolodzne
has seen a constant increase in
participation among students.
More students want to make a
and they are there to give students
just that, the tools they need to be
impactful on an issue much more
prevalent that many people in our
community and the entire world
may think.

students to vote,” Bryson said. “ I really
don’t think it’s their [student body’s] fault I
really think it comes down on us and I think
that’s something we can directly control,
and you can’t force everyone to vote but
you can make everyone aware and make a
change in that aspect.”
St. Cloud State students will be able to
see if the work of Gunnerson and Bryson
the results of the election are released.
Ballots will be distributed to all students via
student email on Monday the 24.

Distribution
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Contact Us

Two minutes of each students’ time will
and action our organization takes,”
Gunnerson said.
With claims that the ballot will take
minutes for students to complete and with
SCSU’s Student Government working
hard to assure that the technical issues
are resolved, voters should have no issues
voting for the important topics that will help
change the future of the campus of SCSU.
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American Indian, Bianca Mendoza, speaking about her work on Red Lake Indian Reservations
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Crossword courtesy of mirroreyes.com

ACROSS
1. Cobblers’ tools
5. Slow down
10. Twinge
14. Henhouse
15. Showers
16. Murres
17. Ark builder
18. Injudicious
20. A former Turkish
term of respect
22. Patio
23. Regulation
(abbrev.)
24. Donkeys
25. Incentives
32. Sealant
33. Declares
34. South southeast
37. Sea eagle
38. Ancient Athenian
philosopher
39. Street
40. Coloring agent
41. Soft leather
42. Shy
43. Compulsively
45. Welsh dog
49. Barely manage
50. Shoulder board
53. Tense
57. Abhorrent
59. Curdled soybean
milk
60. Anagram of
“Star”
61. Tidy
62. God of love
63. Beams
64. Row of shrubs
65. Short run

DOWN
1. Skin disease
2. Bark
3. Unit of bread
4. Ball
5. It crosses a river
6. Hindu princess
7. Assist
8. Make a sweater
9. Being
10. Happy cat
sounds
11. Territories
12. Daughter of a
sibling
13. Fence “doors”
19. Boorish
21.

Make out (slang)
25. Chilled
26. Not
27. A ridge of sand
28. Boys or men
29. Avoid
30. Jottings
31. Pair
34. A few
35. Travel on water
36. Countercurrent
38. Tavern
39. Engrossed
(British spelling) 41.
Dirties
42. Kid
44. Calm
45. A type of tree
46. A drama set to

music
47. Threadbare
48. Estimate
51. Carve in stone
52. Story
53. Banner
54. Ancient
marketplaces
55. Flying saucers
56. Verdant
58. What we sleep
on
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Black Friday steals
Thanksgiving
purpose.
As a college students, paying for school,
including books and supplies, seems like a
far more important investment to me than
wasting it on an expensive computer, camera or what have you, that’s programmed
with a planned-obsolescence. In no way
can I rationalize compromising my money that’s for school, or food for that mat-

Alec Kasper-Olson
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

On Thanksgiving Day, I have a feeling we’re going to do the same thing we
do every year. Get together with family,
eat that delicious spread of Thanksgiving
dinner and carry on into the night until all
go home, or pass out on the couch.
After the last few weeks of classes, a
relaxing evening is in order. The last thing
that appeals to me is more stress. For
the folks that eat all day, and then force
themselves through two miserable hours
of sleep before the alarm sounds to get
up and haul out into the cold, busy-body
Not to sound like a broken record, but
I can’t seem to understand why people
pile into their cars, trucks and vans at
all hours of the night to buy a television
or foot massager that they simply don’t
need, won’t use, or already have two of.
This means of continuing the promotion
of consumerism is doing more harm than
good.
Think about it; some people work and
work for wages that, in some cases, barely
make their electric bill, and then the same
people march into the night, hypnotized
by the big, pretty signs that glow in the
night screaming, “SALES, SALES.” They
are in turn forced to buy products, gifts
and cheap trinkets that serve them limited

I need, because it’s the ‘best’ and it will
make me into something I lack.
Sure, buying an oversized television
or computer for hundreds of dollars less
than normally priced could be seen as a
steal, but at what cost do we buy into these
material products that are meant to gloway?
In some cases, materials used in various technologies can be hazardous to
people, like cadmium, and the production
and distribution play a large role in the
furthering degradation of our environment.
With each year growing more and
more around the idea that family time
branches into the night and around the
shopping malls, I can’t help but ask how
did it get to be this way? Why are people
so amped to wait outside of a box store’s
door in temperatures well below zero to
wait shivering for something they simply
don’t need?
Not only does it depreciate the togetherness and gathering of family—since
you’re actually surrounding yourself and
competing with strangers to get the best
deals—but it’s turning a holiday that is
about giving thanks and being appreciative for what you have into pro-consumerism, take-all, leave-none sort of nightmare.
So, to those that are heading out into
the cold night after Thanksgiving Day, I
tip my hat to you and turn the other way.

Have an opinion?
Send a letter to the editor.
Web - www.universitychronicle.net
E-mail - kaki1101@stcloudstate.edu
Mail - 13 Stewart Hall, SCSU St. Cloud, MN 56301

Quote of the Week
I went to a boxing match
and a hockey game broke
out.
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The opinions expressed
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of the college, university
system or student body.

SCSU alum shows the
hostility of men and forges
a movement on Instagram
seem to know how to take
a hint when a woman isn’t
interested either, from the
several Instagram posts that
I read from the Bye Felipe
account.
I was reminded of the
Samantha McIntosh
MARQUEE EDITOR

The other day I read
a St. Cloud Times article
about an SCSU alum
that created an Instagram
account called ‘Bye Felipe’,
which posts screen shots
of rude messages that
women have received from
men on dating sites, social
media, or elsewhere. This
Instagram account was
made in October, but it
already has a quarter of
a million followers. The
SC Times article sought to
show how men can easily
become rude and aggressive
to women once they have
been rejected. It seems that
men have large enough
egos that even a simple
and polite rejection from
a woman can result in the
obscene comment. Men
seem to feel entitled that
they should have women
begging to date or have sex
with them. They also don’t

towards
women
while
watching the movie “Pitch
Perfect” today. In a scene,
a male character named
Bumper shoos away his
friend in order to talk to a
female character named
Amy. He then tells her that
she is the grossest thing
that he has ever seen on
the planet. But then he says
to her that he has a feeling
that they should kiss. Of
course this situation is a little
reversed from what I saw on
‘Bye Felipe’, he insults her
her, but I still think this is an
example of how men think
that they can treat women
like garbage today. Men
feel that it is okay to insult
women and that they have
the highest opinion on how
a woman should look or act.
I saw another example
of this misogyny this week
in a trailer for an upcoming
It’s a high school movie
about an “unattractive, fat”
girl who seeks help from
a popular jock to appear

“dateable”. It seems crazy
that in 2014 there are still
movies being made that say
girls who don’t wear high
heels and caked on makeup
everyday are “ugly”. The
actress who plays this
“designated ugly fat friend”
is in no way ugly or fat.
This raises the expectations
that men have for women
even higher, if they are
saying an actress like Mae
Whitman is unattractive or
“undateable”.
The hostility shown on
‘Bye Felipe’ is one cause
of the gender violence
performed by men. Men
need to be taught at a
young age that verbal and
physical abuse of women
is unacceptable, and it
certainly shouldn’t be the
expected method to snatch
a romantic interest. A lot of
the screenshot posts on ‘Bye
Felipe’ show men describing
women as only being sexual
objects, that their only
worth is their vagina. I can
hardly imagine how their
mothers, aunts, sisters, or
grandmothers would feel if
they saw what these men are
sending to women online,
in response to a rejection
as simple as “No” or “not
interested”.
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UPCOMING
EVENTS
Monday 11/24
International
Film Festival
‘Wavumba’
Atwood Theatre
7 p.m.
Tuesday 11/24
‘Sounds of the
Stadium’ concert
Ritsche
Auditorium
7:30 p.m.

Marquee

Dance emphasized at “Incredible India”
Samantha McIntosh
MARQUEE EDITOR
titled “Incredible India”, which was organized by the India Heritage Club and
held in the Atwood ballroom Saturday night.
The presentation began with the national anthems of India and the U.S. sung,
and the lighting of a ceremonial lamp. Short speeches were given by the Faculty
advisor of the IHC Dr. Sneh Kalia and the IHC president Sashank Chennuru,
who also served as emcee for the evening.
Chennuru emphasized at the beginning of the presentation that India
isn’t just the stereotypes like IT guys. The presentation showed many facets of
Indian culture, mostly dances, traditional and Bollywood themed. Two young
girls performed one of the traditional dances, “Mohiniattam”. “Mohiniattam”
literally translates to “dance of the enchantress”. For this, dancers traditionally
legs. The dance involves a broad swaying of the hips and gentle movements of an
invited children to perform for India night.
A couple highlights of the show came from the men of the India Heritage
Club. Several men performed the “Bhangra” traditional dance, which involved
followed by several men performing a contemporary song called “Adath”.
Dr. Ravidra Kalia gave a PowerPoint presentation titled “India Unleashed”
communication, surgery, and yoga.
Information assurance major Sai Shiuthi Veerannagara performed the
traditional dance “Kuchipudi”, which she described as dancing peacefully.
Veerannagara said she is praying to the gods in this “melodious” dance.
Veerannagara said she had only one day of rehearsal for India night, which wasn’t
a big feat for her because she has been dancing since childhood.
Midway through the presentation dinner was served. The dinner included Rice
Papad, Tomato Dal, Aloo Matter Masala, Palak Chicken, Chicken Chettinad,
Hyderabad Dum Biriyani, and Kheer.
Following the dinner more songs were performed and a “Bollywood mashup”
of dances from Bollywood movies were performed from movies including
‘Ramleela”. A mash-up of Telugu songs were performed by Karthik Rangisetty.
Telugu is the third most spoken language in India.

The traditional dance “Mohiniattam” is performed with dancing bells
worn on the female’s ankles. This was one of several traditional Indian
dances performed at “Incredible India” Saturday night.

the dancing was very good. Geng said attended India night because she has a
great interest in Indian culture and she enjoys the food.

Wednesday 12/3
Student
composition
recital
P.A.C. Recital
Hall
6 p.m.
Friday 12/5
Documentary
‘Cesar’s Last
Fast’
Miller Center
Auditorium
6 p.m.
Saturday 12/6
Celebrations
Concert
Ritsche
Auditorium
7:30 p.m.
Thursday 12/4
-Sunday 12/7
Atwood Movie
Night
‘Annabelle’
8 p.m.,
10:30 p.m.
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The song “Adath” was performed at “Incredible India” Saturday night in the Atwood ballroom.

Samantha McIntosh

choreographed the combat and movement for the play. The fencing scene between
Hamlet and Laertes was probably the most anticipated moment of the play, as the
play advertised since auditions that they were going to have a fencing choreographer.

MARQUEE EDITOR
“Denmark is a prison,” the title character says to his friend Guildenstern in the
play ‘Hamlet’. I think the director took this quote to heart in his creative vision for
the theatre department’s production of Hamlet, that was performed from November
18th to the 23rd on the center stage in the SCSU Performing Arts Center.
Hamlet is a hefty endeavor to undertake. It is William Shakespeare’s longest play

had rehearsed plenty, they did not disappoint. The metal clinking sounds of the

fencing scene almost made up for the awkardness of a dance sequence that came
before it. The cast performed an 18th century style dance that was the transition
into the climactic scene. I was sitting there perplexed, not sure what to think of the
ordeal. I thought it detracted from the seriousness of the play, especially with the
cheesy climactic score underneath it that came from some recent blockbuster that I
unfortunately can’t recall.
In general, the production did well at captivating and not getting sleepy for most
of the play. The play originally runs at around four hours, so it was understandable

dark themes clearly while reciting 400 year old Shakespearean language. I believe
this production did a pretty admirable job of retelling the legendary play, with
The set design in Hamlet is dark and dank looking. It’s industrial-looking
structure resembles a prison quite well. The setting for the play looks possibly 19th
century, with an almost steampunk vibe to it as well. The industrial look of the

me follow what was going on, though I do remember one particular scene after the
intermission that had gone stale. The scene, between Claudius and Laertes, had

the characters, with brother and sister Laertes and Ophelia wearing white the entire
play. It does well to juxtapose the black clothes of Hamlet, though I do wonder
why they made Laertes look like a member of One Direction with his white suit
emblazoned with silver stripes and his Bieber side-swept hair.
Adam Raine, one of the three SCSU alumni who were involved in Hamlet
was the lighting/projection designer. His contributions made the play visually
captivating, with his projections of the ghost of King Hamlet and other characters
projected on fragments hanging above the set.
Jessica Smith, another SCSU alum, who received her MFA from the Savannah

fell asleep for a bit.
I enjoyed this production of Hamlet. The set and costume design was visually
appealing and the visual projection was impressive to this mass communications
ages rounding out the believable character portrayals. I recommend that the theatre
department bring back SCSU alumni more often to put on plays, because they
obviously have a talent for it.
Final Verdict: 8/10

Twin Cities concert calendar Nov. 24 - Dec. 7
San Francisco band Thee Oh Sees
have been known by many names,
Orinoka Crash Suite, OCS, Orange
County Sound, and The Ohsees. The
discography. The psychedelic rock band
announced they were going on hiatus in
2013, but they turned around and released
their 2014 album ‘Drop’, their eighth full
length album released in six years, and
have sporadically performed live since.
With the loss of some band members
over the years, the band now performs
as a trio. Spending less time on the road
has led to more focus on recording their
albums, which are more mellow than
their freakier albums released before, but
their impulsiveness still rings through.

Music critics have considered
Sturgill Simpson to be the savior of
country music from “bro country”,
which is the mainstay of commercial
country music. Simpson is hesitent

-

San Francisco band Thee Oh
Sees are performing at Ampsterdam Bar and Hall November 28 at 8 p.m.

MUSIC.COM

against other country artists. The
Sunday Valley frontman released his
debut solo album ‘Metamodern Sounds
in Country Music’ in 2014 to positive
reviews. AllMusic gave the album a 4
out of 5 star rating, comparing Simpson
to Waylon Jennings. Simpson considers

Kentucky musician Sturgill
Simpson is playing the Fine
son Shooter said he doesn’t consider
Line Music Cafe December
Simpson to be imitating his father, and
4th with Lucette opening.
that his sound has struck him.

Marquee
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‘Sonic Highways’ is a road trip of a lifetime

recording studio, which used to be the old Monument Records on music row. This one
fades into existence as the morning sun shines through the skylight that Grohl spotted while
working on the song during his stay there. Grohl spoke with Nashville mainstays Emmylou
Harris, Steve Earle, Tony Joe White, and Dolly Parton. Country star Zac Brown was also
featured, whose against-the-grain music got Grohl’s attention a year ago when Brown asked
Grohl to produce their latest record. Brown can be heard contributing his guitar work on this
revival-like song with testimonials from people from the country music capital of America.

What Did I Do/God As My Witness- Recorded in Austin, Texas -- Done in the very
studio that Austin City Limits was shot at for over thirty years, this Queen-esque song came
about from talking about the mini scene that started in the middle of the Texas delta. A
strange utopian oasis of freaks and seekers help make up a very vibrant and eclectic scene.
I’m talking about folks like Billy Gibbons, Willie Nelson, Jimmie Vaughn and lesser knowns
like 13th Floor Elevators frontman Roky Erickson and up-and-comer and amazing talent
Gary Clark Jr. who kills it on lead guitar on this particular track.
Outside- Recorded outside of Los Angeles, Calif. -- This brooding and darker track
Pat Smear as a member of The Germs in the late 1970’s, plus the desert bands like Queens of
shows’ in the desert. Legendary James Gang and Eagles guitarist Joe Walsh do some lead
guitar work on this track which gave it more mystique and simplicity. Despite being a strong
very well done.

In The Clear- Recorded in New Orleans, La. -- This track was recorded at the
Preservation Hall, a historical jazz venue in the French Quarter. The jazz feel along with
the other sounds that inhabit New Orleans make this track a fun one to listen to. Lyrics
that evoke the joy of the scene as well as the tragedy that struck ten years ago in the face of
without skipping a beat. Inspired by artists like Dr. John, The Meters, and The Preservation
Hall band themselves, this track paints a vivid picture and is well done.
PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIPEDIA.ORG
Foo Fighters travel cross country to write and record their latest album ‘Sonic Highways

Jesse Wheeler
STAFF WRITER
Shortly after shooting last year’s documentary “Sound City”, Foo Fighters lead singer
Dave Grohl was inspired to further explore music and its stories. Within this concept
came their inspiration for the Foo Fighters eighth studio album titled “Sonic Highways”.
The concept is simple, come up with a list of cities that are either personally or culturally
Nashville, Austin, Los Angeles, New Orleans, Seattle, and New York City. In this tidy 48
minute record, the band gets to the point with the where and the whys of each track. Every
than many can even claim. The songs are a love letter to each city involved, and the recording
process is documented in the miniseries currently airing on HBO. For a review of this kind,
the best way to do it is to break it down track by track.
Something For Nothing- Recorded in Chicago, Ill. -- This song was recorded on
location at local punk legend and producer of several legendary albums Steve Albini’s studio.
while describing the layered and colorful fabric of Chicago’s music background; the Chicago
blues, the dawn of Rock n’ Roll, hip hop, jazz, and local punk. Along for the ride on this track
is Rockford, Illinois’ own, Rick Nielson from legendary rock band, Cheap Trick. A nice kick
The Feast and the Famine- Recorded in Arlington, Va. -- Upon revisiting Grohl’s

Records. This song plinks out a stripped-down swing opening, then kicks into full throttle with
location drops and Positive Mental Attitude (PMA). The song also features many of the go-go
performers on the track.

Subterranean- Recorded in Seattle, Wash. -- Bringing things back to the band’s roots,
Grohl, along with Pat Smear and Nate Mendel retell their story from where it starts in the
wake of Kurt Cobain’s suicide which lit the spark for Grohl almost a year later to record the
songs. Mendel, who was fresh out of Sunny Day Real Estate took on the challenge in the
wake of Sunny Day’s breakup. This lower tone and melodic song exercises the demons of

Gibbard from Death Cab For Cutie is featured on this track which is beautiful and haunting
at the same time.
I Am A River
of a body of water which in part runs underground. A mighty force below a mighty city
which has a great and storied history in just about every subject matter up to and including

hop scene, the Big Apple has a musical story to tell. This song has a range of changes which
makes it a great coda for the record. Complete with a triumphant chorus, its bound to strike
a chord for anyone who has risen up from adversity in their lives. This track ends a perfect,
yet abbreviated journey through the sonic highways of our musical heritage.
ambitious and original concept for an album. Despite this writer’s strong opinion that
Minneapolis should have been included in the round-up, it’s still a strong cross-section of the

little by little since mid-October and the premiere of the documentary on HBO. Since then,
“Something For Nothing” has hit number one on the Billboard rock charts, the miniseries
is well received and preorders smashed sales records. Since its release November 10th, the
album’s sold 190,000 copies and counting as well as appeared at number two in the Billboard
Hot 200 chart as well as a just-announced world tour of which Saint Paul is a stop in August
ranks of some of the best in rock n’ roll history. This album gets 5 stars out of 5 from me, not
denying I am a fan, but this record will go down in history as one of the classics.

Congregation- Recorded in Nashville, Tenn. -- This track was layed down in Zac Brown’s

Springtime Carnivore shows musical progression
Samantha McIntosh
MARQUEE EDITOR
Springtime Carnivore’s story is an eccentric one. If you look at Springtime Carnivore’s
Facebook page, you’ll see a description that says in a past life Springtime Carnivore died in
reawakened her dormant love of playing the piano and thus the end result is her debut selftitled album out on Autumn Tone records. But who is behind Springtime Carnivore?

of Morgan singing bittersweet slow acoustic songs.
Do I regard this album as being the most consistent best work that Morgan has done? No,

to blame but herself. Morgan can still write a better pop song than anyone on the top 40
charts, and she’s only 26 years old. This album shows Morgan stretching her sonic palette

instead of showing her best songwriting abilities, but I think from listening to the six total
albums she’s released in her career, Morgan has plenty of good music to come.
Final Verdict: 7/10

over the course of middle and high school, from listening to the country-era Taylor Swift and
emo-ish Paramore to listening to indie staples like The National and Animal Collective. In
the midst of this music evolution there was one artist whose music had never gone stale to me.
That was Greta Morgan.
Born Greta Salpeter, the Oak Brook, Illinois native become a part of the Chicago band
The Hush Sound in 2004 at the age of 16. They caught the attention Panic! At the Disco’s
Ryan Ross and were then signed to Pete Wentz’s record label where they rereleased their
touring with bands like Panic! At the Disco and One Republic, but after releasing their 2008
and lived in Los Angeles, where she started working on what was supposed to be her solo
debut. She changed her name from Salpeter to her middle name Morgan, and she named her
new project Gold Motel. That later turned into a band collaboration, and they released two
full length albums, in 2010 and 2012. The band had tight, poppy, California-sounding music
that really showed Morgan’s progression in songwriting. Morgan still didn’t feel like she was
completely being herself though, and thus began Springtime Carnivore.
Morgan made Springtime Carnivore’s Facebook page, where she started posting new
music, and she made no claims to her connections in The Hush Sound and Gold Motel.
Morgan wanted to see if she truly still had any talent in writing music on her own. I think it
is now clear with the release of her full length album, that she still has stories to tell and room
to grow in her career.
downs of love, without clichés. Morgan is that wise, relaxed friend that you want to join on a
cross country road trip, the seductive pillow talker that you would never take for granted. She
may sing of strange haunting moments at times, but the album is one that cannot help but
make you feel good.
There’s a lot more production on this than Morgan’s previous work. In particular Morgan
uses distortion on her voice on some songs, and there is a wide sonic palette, which is impressive
but begs the question of whether Morgan’s message still comes through clearly. The album
goes into psychy, less structured moments, which I tend to enjoy the most. That being said
Morgan still has a knack for writing catchy pop songs, and she had the help of Richard Swift
from The Shins, who has also produced other classic sounding acts like Foxygen, to produce
tracks like “Sun Went Black”, a harder, pulsating track with a glimmering sheen.
I’ve always been a sucker for Morgan’s sadder more subdued tunes, which is something
she hasn’t done much since The Hush Sound. There is one track on this album that lets us
see a vulnerable and not concealed Morgan on “Other Side of the Boundary”. Her voice
shines and echoes with acoustic guitar underneath. I’d pay big money to get a whole album

PHOTO COURTESY OF FACEBOOK.COM
Springtime Carnivore, the pseudonym for Chicago musician Greta Morgan, released
her debut album November 4th on Los Angeles label Autumn Tone Records.
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Men’s hockey splits with North Dakota
Mike G. Hendrickson
SPORTS EDITOR

Friday
ST. CLOUD, Minn. — St.
care about North Dakota’s season
They did not care that North
season. They did not care that
North Dakota had not yet lost on
the road. They did not care that
their last ten.
Junior Jonny Brodzinksi was a

Dakota.
all season that North Dakota had

opener.
Huskies and North Dakota were
tied at one, when with just under
Brodzinksi broke the score with

puck and passed it to Brodzinski,

Redshirt-Junior David Morleu (left) and junior Joey Benik eye the puck in North Dakota territory. Benik had three points in two
games against North Dakota last weekend.
“It’s pretty special. This is a
the power play, while St. Cloud

St. Cloud State head coach Bob
Motzko said.

the season in the second period

North Dakota denied St. Cloud

the season in the second period
when St. Cloud State was on their
Huskies outshot North Dakota

Saturday

We knew we had to handle that
and we didn’t play until the third

North Dakota outshot the Huskies

•Men’s Hockey

Brodzinski.

Women’s
hockey
swept by
Wisconsin
Jeremiah Graves
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Brooks national hockey center to take on the

power play on the ice, which led to a quick

the contest.

Junior Molly Illikainen (right) goes after the puck against Wisconsin defender Courtney Bourke. The women’s hockey
team was swept by Wisconsin this weekend to fall to 5-8-1 (2-5-1).

Saturday

National Hockey Center.

•Women’s Hockey

happened. “

What’s Inside
@UChronSports

MEN’S HOCKEY: Huskies split series
with North Dakota / 11

MEN’S BASKETBALL: Huskies drop
/ 11

WOMEN’S HOCKEY: Huskies swept
by Wisconsin / 11

WINTER:
Winter / 12
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Men’s
basketball
drops game
STAFF WRITER

The St. Cloud State Men’s Basketball
team watched from afar as the University of
The Huskies had some issues throughout
the game that won’t exactly show up on the
stat sheet like: lacking a sense of urgency
during certain stretches of the game, a slow
start out of the gates, and the fact that they
faced a team that had a visible desire to
avenge last year’s game.
However, there isn’t a whole lot more
to say on that front so we will take a
look at some of the stats that did tell
the story of the game. A couple of
those key stats are rebounds,
free throws, and three

of his six three point attempts. As a team the
Rangers went eight of 21 from three
point land. On the other side of the ball, the
three point line.
The Huskies were also in foul trouble from
the beginning of the game. James Fort picked
the game and would sit out for the majority of
half, but thanks to some great Ranger defense
and some more foul trouble, he wasn’t able to
rebound in eleven minutes of play.
he played a mere 21 minutes ending up with
13
points
team in scoring
points and 3 dimes
in his 38 minutes of
play.
J o r d a n
Poydras was
the last of
the Huskies
to
score
in double

T
h
e
R a n g e r s
outrebounded
the Huskies

the night.
He posted
12 points
and
a

the course of
the game. They

5 rebounds
along with
a technical
foul
he
received after
yelling at the

while the Huskies only
managed to attempt
Rangers had a couple
of players get hot from
downtown early on and they
stayed hot throughout the game.
Jordan Mach came into the
game shooting 33 percent from
downtown. Against the Huskies he was four
of eight from beyond the arc. Mohamed
Mohamed also made an impact in this

University Chronicle - Page 11

bench following
one of his two threes.
As a team the

in
the
chance points,
Ranger turnovers.

paint,

8

second

15 respectively. Zygimantas “Ziggy” Riauka
impacted the game in a variety of ways on his
way to racking up six points, seven rebounds,
three assists and three blocks in 28 minutes of
play. His defense and skill in the post are the
main reasons that James Fort found himself
in so much foul trouble.

dropping 12 dimes, stealing seven balls, and
turning away three Husky shot attempts.
The Huskies will next travel to St. John’s

Women’s Hockey
Continued from Page 9
period, SCSU found themselves in penalty trouble at the
midway point of the stanza, with Molly Illikainen picking up a
tripping penalty.
Just seven minutes later Caroline Markstrom put herself in
the bin, followed by senior captain Audrey Hanmer, putting
of the period.
Answering the call of the Badger power play was the killing
crew of the Huskies, lead by Fitzgerald, kicking back seven
saves through the three advantages.
“We’re getting better every week,” Rud said. “When you’re
trying to do something new it takes a while, so I think we’re
getting close to where we need to be.”
compared to 13 for Fitzgerald of the Huskies.
Brittany Ammerman started the scoring, taking advantage
of a great stretch pass from Katy Josephs, taking advantage
of a costly turnover by SCSU. Ammerman streaking on a
Josephs wasn’t done dishing out apples, notching another
assist just a minute and a half later when Sydney Mckibbon
buried an odd angle goal with a perfect shot above Fitzgerald’s
shoulder. The goal marked her seventh of the season.
After weathering the storm as well as they could, the Huskies
the third period on the back of Fitzgerald.

remaining in the series with a gorgeous goal, buried by Blayre
her on the backdoor and threading the needle through SCSU’s
defense.
The Turnbull goal marked the last of the scoring in the
through the series.
needing just 15 for her fourth shutout of the season.
The Huskies will take part in the US Hockey Hall of Fame
they’ll take on the University of Minnesota at Braemar Arena
in Edina, Minn.

L

Men’s hockey
Continued from Page 9
goals scored within two minutes and 12

Olson’s second goal of the game came
too deep of a hole to dig out of.
didn’t play until the third period. That’s
the bottom line.” St. Cloud State head
coach Bob Motzko said. “That’s a lesson,
you have to show up. We knew they were
going to respond and we had a hard time
responding.”
The scoring frenzy began early in the

Russell joined in on the fun, and added
his third goal of the season. Junior Jonny
Brodzinksi barely missed the net seconds
after the Huskies got the puck back, denying
him a chance to tie the game early on.
that it was the turning point of the game,”
Motzko said. “He was wide open and missed
the net there. That could’ve tied it up and
the building would’ve went crazy.”

The Huskies were brought within one
away by junior Joey Benik, which gave him

goal of his collegiate career just 2:53 into

unable to equalize after that.
“Each period we showed a little bit of
life,” Benik said. “Once you have momentum
you got to run with it and we kind of threw
it back at them.”
Cloud State will have to wait another week

This was the last home game of
the calendar year for the Huskies. The

Sports
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OUTDOORS

How to stop hibernating and start enjoying winter
Justine Brown

Plan a Winter Trip

STAFF WRITER

The bitter cold probably doesn’t
automatically make many of us think
about getting out and traveling, unless in
an attempt to escape to warmer climates,
but students have some great resources on
campus to help them go on an extended
adventure. Outdoor Endeavors will help a
group of four or more plan a custom trip to
a variety of destinations. Bartha highlighted

Now that Central Minnesota has
month icebox, many of us are prepared to
stay outdoors for as little time as possible.
But just because being outside may require
a little more ardor and quite a few more
layers, doesn’t meant that we have to give up
the enjoyment of the outdoors for the winter
months. St. Cloud residents, and SCSU
students in particular, have a vast array of
options available for outdoor leisure and
adventure.
Outdoor Endeavors, part of SCSUs
Campus Recreation department, is one
resource students can utilize for equipment
rental, transportation and trip planning.

whatever people want to do and where they
want to go.
Outdoor Endeavors used to plan longer
distance trips that students could sign up for,
but they have become more hesitant to plan
such trips, because of people withdrawing
from the trip at the last minute.
“We used to do mostly open-enrollment
trips,” said Bartha. “But there was always
a magical number that we had to meet in
order to break even. One person could

Endeavors includes snowshoes, expedition
winter camping gear.

going.” He explained that one challenge
they encountered was people wanting to
sign up for trips without putting down a
deposit. If they don’t put down a deposit,
then it’s not a certainty that they will attend,
which makes it a challenge, administratively,
to plan a trip.
A couple examples of past Spring Break
trips planned by Outdoor Endeavors include
sea kayaking in the Everglades, and a surf
camp in southern California. Bartha said
that Outdoor Endeavors would be willing to
bring back these trips if there was a demand
for them by students.
“I’d be open to doing those things again,
the problem is when we have all this money
out there, have everything lined up, and have
a contract with another university but then,
at the last minute, people are pulling out
and not wanting to pay,” said Bartha. “The

Nordic Skiing
While they don’t rent out nordic ski
equipment at Outdoor Endeavors, you can
rent some at local ski shops or at several
There are a number of trail options in St.
Cloud and the surrounding area, three of
which are within two miles of SCSU.
Riverside Park has 15km of trail and is
heavily utilized by local high school Nordic
ski teams, along with other St. Cloud
residents. Graystone trails are across the
wooded terrain. A ski pass is required to use
this trail, which can be purchased online or
at any state or county center that also sells
starts directly across Minnesota Boulevard
from St. Ben’s Senior Center. Ivan Bartha,
coordinator for Experimental Education,
suggested a few other great trails in the area.
“We have some outstanding cross
country ski trails around,” said Bartha.
“The best one, in my opinion, would be
Quarry Park. Some other good ones a little

sometimes outweighs the return for the
program.” Because of the added challenges
of long distance trips, Outdoor Endeavors
is currently putting its focus on regional,
custom trips. Bartha gave some ideas of
regional, custom trips that students could
put together, one being the Sandstone Ice
Festival in Sandstone, Minn.
“We get a bunch of people together
and go up and camp out,” said Bartha.
“It’s a great opportunity for students who
like climbing, or are interested in winter
camping, or would like to try something
new in the outdoors.” The festival is Dec.
12 through 14.
Another custom trip option is an
overnight stay at the Outdoor Endeavors

Maria State Park.”

Alpine Skiing/
Snowboarding
While it’s no Vail, Powder Ridge
downhill skiing and snowboarding for a
PHOTOS BY JUSTINE BROWN/ STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

students on certain days of the week as well.
If you don’t have a car or know someone
who can give you a lift, Outdoor Endeavors
has partnered with Powder Ridge and the

parks in Minnesota.

time doing that.”

will bring students to Powder Ridge.

Ice Fishing

Fat Biking

said Bartha. “Students that don’t have
transportation and that don’t have skis or
snowboards can actually sign up online to
register for the bus, which is $5 round-trip,
and then on those nights lift tickets and
rentals are discounted for SCSU students.

Snowshoeing
At $9 per day, snowshoeing is one of the
cheapest options with many trails close to
campus. Riverside Park and Talahi Woods,
which is just south of Riverside Park, are
two close snowshoeing options. Other trails
in the area include Quarry Park, St. John’s

TOP: A hiker is seen snowshoeing through a forest. BOTTOM: A photo of the
Mississippi river from SCSU’s campus.

a hugely popular activity during Minnesota
is available for rental at Outdoor Endeavors,
which is a rare option on a university
campus.
“We are one of the only university
outdoor programs in the country that rents
trip for international students in January.
“A lot of international students want
to experience Minnesota culture but they
don’t get the chance to experience certain
things,” said Bartha. He said that in past
years Outdoor Endeavors has organized the
event for international students on Martin

Like sports?
The Chronicle is currently looking for sports,

This winter, SCSUs Campus Recreation
department will be adding a new rental
item to its repertoire: fat bikes. A fat bike is
a bike with over-sized tires and large forks
to accommodate the wider rims. They
are designed to be ridden over softer and
unstable terrain such as snow, sand and
mud.
“Hopefully by Dec. 1, we will have eight
fat bikes for people to rent out,” said Bartha.
“We are going to groom some of the trails in
Talahi woods for riding the fat bikes.”
Some trails in the area that are
designated as mountain biking trails in the
summer months can be used for fat biking in
trail system is an example.

State Park, where there are many options
for activities, including snowshoeing, geocaching and snow-kiting.
“We would even consider doing a ski
trip,” said Bartha. “One place we could
go that would be a lot of fun would be the
Upper Peninsula of Michigan. We’ve rented
a cabin or house close to the ski area. Even
going up to Spirit Mountain would be a
good trip.”
Another option later in the winter would
be a Spring break service trip planned
through the American Indian Center and
the Department of Campus Involvement.
with Native American children through
the Boys and Girls Club of the Northern
Cheyenne Nation for the duration of spring
Break.
While it may require you to bundle up, be
creative and try something new, the winter
are unique to the season. If you embrace the

